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1. Water and sewage systems
2. Acquisition of private systems
3. Right of entry
4. Right to construct
5. Council to give notice
6. Diversion of watercourses
7. Compensation for injurious affection
8. Ownership of highways
9. Private roads
10. Construction
11. Closing
12. Acquisition of property
13. Removal of projections
14. Parking lots
15. Lighting
16. Names and numbering
17. Removal of vehicles
18. Movement of vehicles
19. Recreational facilities
20. Grants and loans
21. Collection, etc. of waste
22. Charges
23. Removal of waste
24. Municipal enforcement officers
25. Agreements re policing
26. Powers and duties
27. Agreement re jails
28. Fire department
29. Agreements
30. Fire spread prevention
31. Right re traffic
32. Power to enter building
33. Other fire department
34. Prohibition
35. Public transportation system
36. Public libraries
37. Cemeteries
38. Municipal service delivery corporation
Road and Bridge Maintenance

Clean and Safe Drinking Water

Regional Waste Management

Wastewater System Effluent Regulations (WSER)
Our Future

Regional Government

Legislative Reform

Fiscal Renewal
Longstanding MNL Interest…

“In that there is little else that can be explored theoretically, at this stage it is recommended that the regional government model …be tested through a series of regional, ‘on-paper’ pilot exercises. This would allow the membership to troubleshoot the model with the assistance of MNL facilitators.”

MNL Municipal Governance Committee
Briefing Note
April 2015
MNL’s Pilot Projects Call

- Venue for discussion
- Tailored to regional circumstances
- Mechanism for financial analysis
- Comparing governance models
- More research in advance of provincial consultations

What's The Plan?
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Thanks!

Any questions?
Find me at @SheilaDFitz & sfitzgerald@municipalnl.ca